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Abstract
I present the results of reduction and analysis of two seasons of gravitational lens
monitoring using the Very Large Array (VLA) at 8.5 GHz. The campaign monitored
five gravitational lenses, GL1608, GL1830, GL1632, GL1838, and GL2004 from 24
January 2002 until 18 September 2002, and from 21 May 2003 until 29 January
2004. In addition to gravitational lenses, the campaign monitored ten flux and phase
calibrators.
The goal of this work was to measure the gravitational lens time delays. The
ultimate goal was to estimate H0 in a one-step calculation as proposed by Refsdal in
1964 [30]. I reduced the data using AIPS and DIFMAP astronomical data processing
software. I analyzed the final light curves in MATLAB using Pelt's non-interpolative
dispersion method [33]. Monte Carlo simulations were used to verify the results. I
focused my analysis on three lenses: GL1632, GL1838, and GL2004.
Two gravitational lenses, GL1632, and GL1838 exhibited significant flux variabil-
ity and I was able to measure tentative time delay for these lenses. My analysis
suggests a time delay of TGL1632 = 1821 + 0 days. I used this value and the lens model
by Winn et al. [15] to calculate H0 = 65.1+ 12 km sec - 1 Mpc - 1 for a flat cosmological
model with Qm = 0.3, QA = 0.7.
For GL1838, I calculated a tentative time delay of TGL1838 = 35±5 days. Combined
with Winn's lens model, this tentative measurement gives H0 = 42.6+1 km sece1
Mpc - (for £m = 0.3, Q = 0.7). Unfortunately the GL1838 time delay calculation
was based on a light curve feature at the end of Season 2 and is not very reliable.
The flux density of GL2004 images varied very little over the course of the cam-
paign and it was not possible to calculate its time delay. However, we observed an
interesting pattern of variability in light curves suggesting that GL2004 is probably
subject to differential Galactic scintillation.
Our observations show that GL1838 and GL1632 experience significant flux den-
sity variations on timescales of months, so it should be possible to measure their time
delay more accurately in future monitoring campaigns.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Gravitational lensing is a consequence of General Relativity. A massive body curves
space-time in its vicinity and light rays are bent by its gravity. The first instance of
gravitational lensing was observed during a solar eclipse in an expedition organized
by Eddington in 1919 [5]. This was the first piece of evidence to support General
Relativity.
Einstein predicted that single stars could act like lenses by deflecting light in their
gravitational field [2]. Given the small mass of a star, Einstein remarked that it would
be almost impossible to observe a single-star lens due to the small angular separation
between images [2]. It was Zwicky in 1937 who suggested that galaxies could act as
gravitational lenses, and that galactic masses could be much larger than originally
thought [24], [25]. In this case, reasoned Zwicky, gravitational lens images could be
resolved by optical telescopes on Earth. Zwicky also predicted that gravitational
lensing could be used to observe very faint distant galaxies [24].
1.1 Motivation and Background
Einstein's theory of General Relativity provided predictions that were considered
wild at the time. The idea that our universe might be expanding was very hard
to accept in the early 2 0 th century. In 1922, Alexander Friedmann used Einstein's
field equations to show that the universe could be expanding [3], something that was
independently confirmed by Georges Lemaitre in 1927 (hence the name "Friedmann-
Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker Metric"). In the late 1920s, Edwin Hubble, who was
working at the Mount Wilson Observatory, confirmed Friedmann's hypothesis. Hub-
ble used his own galaxy distance measurements combined with redshift data from the
American astronomer Vesto Slipher, to find that the observed velocity of a galaxy is
roughly proportional to its distance from Earth [27]. Written in the form of Equation
1.1, this is now known as the Hubble law (here v is the velocity of a galaxy, D is
the distance to the galaxy, and H0 is the rate of expansion, known as the Hubble
Constant).
v = HoD (1.1)
Hubble's analysis based on 46 "nebulae" 1 measurements suggested a value of about
500 km sec- 1Mpc - 1 for H0 [27]. Hubble's original plot of galaxy velocity versus
distance contained significant scatter, which is now explained by the fact that in
addition to the Hubble flow2, galaxies have some local dispersion velocity. Hubble's
initial estimate of H0 was much larger than the currently accepted value of ~ 70 km
sec- 1 Mpc - 1 because of significant calibration errors in his distance measurements.
1.1.1 What is a Gravitational Lens?
In a revolutionary paper published in 1964, Sjur Refsdal described how the Hubble
constant could be calculated from the time delays of gravitational lenses [30]. A
massive body, such as a star or a galaxy, can act as a lens to form multiple images
of a background object. Confusion might arise when the term "gravitational lens"
is used. I will use the terms "lensing galaxy" and "lens images" to refer to the lens
itself and its images.
It takes light different amounts of time to reach Earth from two different images
formed by a gravitational lens. As a result, intrinsic variations in the background
'Up until mid-1900's, astronomers used the term "nebulae" to refer to galaxies. The word
"galaxy" entered the lexicon somewhat later.
2Hubble Flow - the large-scale expansion of the universe
source are observed at different times in different images. Refsdal showed that the
time delay is proportional to the difference in optical paths, which is proportional to
Ho-1 [30], [34]. One needs to know the model of the lensing galaxy and the time delay
between different images in order to calculate H0 [4].
The simplest possible model for a lensing galaxy is a singular isothermal sphere.
In this case, the formula for the time delay is given by Equation 1.2 [13]. Here AO is
the angular separation between images A and B; it is the magnification ratio; zj is the
lens redshift; D1, D,, and D18 are the angular diameter distances to the lensing galaxy,
to the background source (quasar), and the angular diameter distance between the
lensing galaxy and the background source.
At = 1( )(1 + zl)(AO)2 (1.2)2c D, , , + 1
In order to achieve good accuracy, one needs to monitor a gravitational lens for a
period longer than its time delay. The analysis of light curves3 is complicated by the
fact that data is sampled non-uniformly. Sophisticated methods have been devised
to cope with this.
1.1.2 QSO 0957+561 - The First Measured Time Delay
Discovered in 1979, QSO 0957+561 was the first lens to be monitored systematically
in optical and radio waves [33]. However, the body of data that accumulated over the
years suggested two different time delay candidates - ATr ; 1.14 years and AT1 ; 1.48
years [4]. Various teams of astronomers repeatedly published papers in the early and
mid 1990s arguing in favor of the first or the second value. The debate was finally
settled favorably for the shorter time delay. This example shows that calculating the
time delay is not trivial, even when a large amount of data is available.
In an attempt to resolve the QSO 0957+561 controversy, Pelt et al. devised a
simple and robust algorithm for computing time delays from unevenly sampled data
without resorting to interpolation methods [33]. Given that data are usually quite
3 Light Curve - plot of the flux density versus time.
noisy, any interpolation method is susceptible to noise spikes and could affect the
measurement accuracy. I used Pelt's dispersion method to analyze the final light
curves from J. N. Winn's monitoring campaign.
1.2 Why Measure H0 the Refsdal Way?
The Cosmic Distance Ladder is the standard method of measuring Hubble's Constant.
Using the parallax method, we can directly measure distances out to only a few
hundred parsecs. The classic trick is to use distance indicators and standard candles
as intermediate calibrators. Supernovae, Cepheid variable stars, and galaxy clusters
are a few examples of distance indicators [4]. Astronomers classified these indicators
depending on their magnitude and spectral class. Known standard candles are used
as intermediate calibrators to calculate distances to other objects.
Our most accurate measurements of H0 were made with the Hubble Space Tele-
scope using the Cosmic Distance Ladder method, and have an uncertainty of about
10%. Refsdal's H0 determination method has a few major advantages over the Cos-
mic Distance Ladder. First of all, H0 can be calculated in one step, avoiding the error
build-up of the standard method. In addition, one can calculate H0 using gravita-
tional lenses at large redshifts (z, a 0.5) whereas the classical methods observe sources
within 100 Mpc or so [4], where local velocities are comparable to the Hubble flow.
In addition, the gravitational lensing method is based on fundamental physics (Gen-
eral Relativity) and does not require assumptions about the nature and properties of
standard candles.
Of course, Refsdal's method has its drawbacks. There have been only about a
dozen confirmed time delay measurements. Even when the time delay of a lens is
known with a reasonable accuracy, the lens model is usually overly simplified due to
the lack of detailed information about lens position and mass distribution [4]. A large
sample of measured time delays in necessary to provide a reliable measurement of H0 .
As the sensitivity of optical telescopes and radio telescopes gets better, astronomers
hope to eventually beat the 10% uncertainty on the value of Ho (as measured with
the Cosmic Distance Ladder) [11]. The current project is a small contribution to this
effort.
1.3 Meet our Lenses
This section contains a brief description of each gravitational lens monitored during
this campaign. Three of them, PMN J1632-0033, PMN J1838-3427, and PMN J2004-
1349, were discovered during a search for lenses in the southern sky by Winn et
al. [12], [13], [15]. This search examined a sample of sources in the southern sky
(00 > 5 > -40') using the VLA4 . Lens candidates were later imaged with a variety
of radio and optical telescopes, including VLA, VLBA5, MERLIN 6 , the Blanco 4m
telescope at CTIO7 , and HST8 [12].
1.3.1 CLASS B1608+656 Gravitational Lens
For simplicity, I will refer to the gravitational lenses using the shorthand notation
GL****. Also known as GL1608, CLASS B1608+656 has four images, A, B, C, and
D, as shown in Figure 1.3.1. This lens was discovered by Myers et al. during a VLA
search for radio lenses by the Cosmic Lens All-Sky Survey (CLASS) [21]. GL1608
was re-discovered two months later in an independent survey by Snellen et al. [22].
Myers el al. measured the lensing galaxy redshift z, = 0.6304 via optical spectroscopy
with the Palomar 5 m telescope [21]. The background source was identified as a post-
starburst galaxy with z, = 1.394 [10].
The flux density ratios for the 4 images are approximately SA : SB : Sc : SD
2 : 1 : 1 : 0.35 [7]. The standard lens model predicts that any flux density variations
should be first seen in image B, followed by images A, C, and D (in that order)
[7]. GL1608 was the first lens for which all three time delays have been measured.
4Very Large Array
5Very Long Baseline Array
6Multielement Radio-Linked Interferometer Network
7Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory
8Hubble Space Telescope
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Figure 1-1: GL1608: Clean Map by Fassnacht et al. [8]. X-band (8.5 GHz) VLA
Data.
Fassnacht et al. published the results oftheir first season of G11608 monitoring in 1999
[7]. Because the features in the light curves had a low amplitude, the time delays
were calculated with a large (20%) uncertainty in the 1999 paper.
J. N. Winn included GL1608 in this monitoring campaign hoping to measure the
time delays with a better accuracy. However, in late 2002, Fassnacht et al. published
a significantly improved time delay measurement for GL1608. Using data from three
seasons of observations, Fassnacht et al. calculated the following GL1608 delays:
TBA = 31.5_. days, TBC = 36.0 + 2. days, TBD = 77.0+4: days (95% confidence
intervals) [8]. These results allowed Fassnacht et al. to calculate H0 = 61 - 65 km
sec-'Mpc - 1 for a flat universe with (QM, QA) = (0.3, 0.7) [8]. At this stage the bulk
of the uncertainty (+15 km sec- 1 Mpc - 1) comes from uncertainties in the lens model.
It would be very hard to improve the accuracy of this time delay measurement even
further.
After the announcement of Fassnacht's accurate measurement, Winn decided to
drop GL1608 from the rest of his monitoring campaign in order to dedicate more
integration time to the remaining sources.
1.3.2 PMN J1632-0033 Gravitational Lens
Winn et al. discovered GL1632 during their search for gravitational lenses in the
southern sky [15]. It is a flat spectrum source, suggesting that it should be variable.
GL1632 is composed of two main components, A and B, with a flux density ratio of
approximately 13:1 at 8.5GHz9 [15]. Winn et al. provided evidence for the existence
of a much fainter third component, between images A and B [15]. Clean maps of this
gravitational lens by Winn et al. are shown in Figure 1.3.2 [15].
The background quasar is situated at a redshift of z, = 3.424 ± 0.007 [15]. Al-
though the redshift of the lensing galaxy has not been directly measured yet, Winn
et al. used Kochanek's fundamental plane method [18] to estimate z, = 1.0 + 0.1
[15]. The isothermal spherical model provides an estimate of about hAt = 120 - 130
days10 for the time delay between GL1632 images [15].
In conclusion, the expected GL1632 time delay is on the order of 102 days (com-
ponent A leading component B). Winn et al. observed mild flux density variability
in GL1632 images at 8.5 GHz and the current campaign monitored this lens in an
attempt to measure its time delay.
98.5 GHz is the frequency corresponding to the X-band of the VLA. I will often mention this
frequency because the current campaign monitored sources in VLA's X-band.
10 The predicted time delay is expressed as a function of the Hubble constant. Here h = Ho/100
km sec-1Mpc - 1 .
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Figure 1-2: GL1632: Clean Maps by Winn et al. [15]
1.3.3 PKS 1830-211 Gravitational Lens
It was Rao and Subrahmanyan in 1988, who first proposed that 1830-211 was a
gravitational lens [29]. Jauncey et al. [17] provided final evidence that this was a
gravitational lens by identifying its two components. An Einstein ring was found as
well (see the GL1830 clean map by Lovell et al. in Figure 1.3.3). In 1999 Lidman
et al. used infrared spectroscopy to measure the redshift of the background quasar -
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Figure 1-3: GL1830: Clean Map Obtained with MERLIN at 5GHz by Lovell et al.
Image taken from http://www.atnf.csiro.au/people/jlovell/1830-211/
z, = 2.507 [19].
Throughout late nineties, a few molecular absorbtion features were identified be-
tween the two lens components and they were thought to be the lensing galaxy.
Courbin et al. measured the redshift of the lensing galaxy zz = 0.886 [9]. In 2002,
Winn et al. published accurate coordinates of the lensing galaxy, based on images
from the HST [14].
In 1998 Lovell et. al. measured a time delay of 26+4 days for this lens [20]. Winn
et al. used this result and their own observations of the lensing galaxy to calculate
H0 = 44 ± 9 km sec-'Mpc - 1 for a flat cosmological model with Qm = 0.3 [14]. This
calculation was weakly dependent on the cosmological model, but regardless of the
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assumed value for Qm, the calculated value for the Hubble constant was significantly
lower than the value of 72 ± 8 km sec- 1 Mpc - 1 measured with the Distance Ladder
method in the Key Project [11].
GL1830 was monitored in this campaign because the original time delay measure-
ment had a 20% uncertainty, and the accuracy of the measurement could be improved.
Lovell et al. mentioned that the original light curves were compatible with a wide
range of time delays ranging from 12 to 30 days [20]. They finally decided to base
their calculation on a subset of the data that contained a distinguishable "bump" in
flux density. A time delay calculation based one more than one feature in the light
curves is desirable.
1.3.4 PMN J1838-3427 Gravitational Lens
Also known as GL1838 in shorthand notation, this radio-source was identified as a
gravitational lens by Winn et al. in 2000 [12]. GL1838 was the first gravitational
lens to be discovered in the Southern Sky lens search survey mentioned in the Intro-
duction. The background object is a quasar at redshift z, = 2.78 [12]. The distance
to the lensing galaxy could not be measured accurately, but Winn et al. used the
fundamental plane method to estimate the lensing galaxy redshift z1 = 0.36 ± 0.08
[12].
Shown in Figure 1.3.4, this lens has two components, A and B, with a flux ratio
of approximately 14:1 at 8.5GHz [12]. Winn et al. used a variety of telescopes to
obtain the detailed positions and angular dimensions of the lens images and the lens
galaxy [12].
Assuming a lens redshift of zz = 0.36 and a quasar redshift of z, = 2.78, Winn
et. al. predicted an estimated time delay of approximately hAt = 14 - 15 (for a flat
cosmological model). Image A is expected to lead the fainter image B.
In conclusion, GL1838 has a time delay on the order of 101 days, therefore it
should be possible to measure it in a monitoring campaign with a sampling interval
of 2-3 days. GL1838 has a flat spectral index, which is an indication of intrinsic flux
variability.
1.3.5 PMN J2004-1349 Gravitational Lens
The discovery of this lens was announced by Winn et al. in 2001 [13]. Also referred
to as GL2004, it was the second lens discovered in the Southern sky search by Winn
et al. (the first one being GL1838) [13]. The clean map of GL2004 in Figure 1.3.5
shows that this lens has two images - the NE component (I will refer to it as A) and
the SW component (I will refer to it as B).
At 8.5GHz, the flux density ratio of the two components is approximately 1:1,
which is somewhat unusual for a gravitational lens [13]. Winn et al. reported that
there was no independent evidence for extended emissions from either component of
GL2004 [13]. There are no sources in the NVSS 11 catalog within 5' of this lens [13]
therefore we do not expect any interference from other sources. The spectra of the A
and B components are relatively flat, which suggests that the source is intrinsically
variable. Winn's summary of radio-observations of GL2004 also suggests that the
lens is variable [32].
Assuming z, = 2 and z, = 1, the isothermal sphere model for the lensing galaxy
suggests a value hAt < 3 days for the time-delay [13]. There are a few complications,
for example the fact that an isothermal spherical lens could not theoretically produce
two images with exactly equal flux densities.
A follow-up paper by Winn et al. published in November 2003 [32], provided
evidence that the lensing galaxy was in fact a spiral galaxy. In 2003, GL2004 was only
one of 4 confirmed gravitational lenses whose lensing galaxy was a spiral. This second
paper provided additional constraints to the model and more accurate measurements
of the lens position (using HST data). Winn et al. suggested that sensitive radio
observations could eventually detect a third, very faint, image of the background
quasar, or some extended jet component, which could be used to further constrain
the lens model [32].
Since the lensing galaxy is a spiral, the expected time delay could be larger than
the 3-day estimate provided by Winn et al. in their 2001 GL2004 paper [13]. GL2004
was monitored in this campaign with the intention to measure its time delay. In
"
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addition to a single step Hubble constant calculation, the time delay of GL2004 could
be used to infer information about the mass distribution of its lensing galaxy.
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Figure 1-4: GL1838: Clean Maps by Winn et al. [16]
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Chapter 2
Radio Interferometry
This is a very brief introduction to the fundamental principles of radio interferometry.
Familiarity with the basic concepts will prove useful for understanding this document
since I spent a considerable amount of time processing interferometry data.
The idea of using several small antennas/receivers instead of a single large an-
tenna was a result of cost-benefit analysis. The smallest angular dimension W that
can be resolved by a telescope of diameter D at wavelength A is limited by diffrac-
tion: p f A/D. In order to resolve a small source on the sky, one needs a very
large antenna. The Arecibo radio-telescope, the largest on Earth, is 300 meters in
diameter. Gigantic radio-telescopes are prohibitively expensive, and are less flexible
than smaller antennas. For example you can point a single small parabolic antenna
almost anywhere in the sky, whereas the Arecibo telescope has a limited field of view.
Synthesis arrays have the advantage of high angular resolution (the individual an-
tennas can be placed far apart), configuration flexibility (individual antennas can be
moved to a new location), and cost-efficiency (it is cheaper to manufacture many
small radio-antennas than it is to manufacture a single gigantic telescope). The main
drawback of a synthesis array is that it has a much lower sensitivity when compared
to a single huge antenna. Even though a radio-telescope array has a large resolving
power, it has a very small photon collecting area, therefore, it has a low sensitivity.
2.1 Observing an Astronomic Source
Radio-telescopes are antennas that receive electromagnetic waves from distant cos-
mic objects. Suppose that an antenna at radius-vector position r is observing a
phenomenon/object located with radius-vector R. The observer records the electric
field E(R,t) that propagates from the source. The field E(R,t) is characterized by
its magnitude and phase. For simplicity and completeness, E(R,t) will be considered
complex. The electromagnetic field is composed of quasi-monochromatic components
E, (R, t). In general, astronomical sources are very far away, so they can only be
described as two-dimensional emitting regions, i.e. the three-dimensional structure
is simply projected on the surface of a sphere with radius R. The observer can only
measure the surface brightness distribution on the sky (see Equation 2.1) [1].
f e2rivIR-r|/c
E,(r) = &(R) [R- dS (2.1)JR-r|
Here ý (R) is the electric field distribution on a celestial sphere of radius R, and
dS is a surface area element on this sphere. Equation 2.1 is valid if the observed
astronomical object is very far away, much further than B2 /A, where B = |r2 - ril
is the telescope baseline length and A is the wavelength of electromagnetic radiation
[1]. In this context, we assume that there are more than one antennas (the baseline
is the distance between two antennas). For two antennas at radius-vectors ri and r 2 ,
the correlation of the field at these points is given by Equation 2.2 (the star denotes
a complex conjugate).
V,(ri, r2)= (E,(r1)E*(r 2)) (2.2)
The final expression for the spatial coherence (or spatial autocorrelation) function
is given in Equation 2.3.
V,(ri, r 2 ) (S)e-21rivs-(r2-r1l )/CdQ (2.3)
Here s = R/JRI is a unit vector and I,(s) = IR 2(l v (s) 12) is the observed inten-
sity [1]. Radio astronomers measure the spatial coherence function V,(ri, r 2) using
interferometers - arrays of antennas arranged in a certain pattern.
2.2 Synthesis Imaging
Using certain approximations and reasonable assumptions, Equation 2.3 can be in-
verted to calculate the intensity I,(s). Given two antennas, as shown in Figure 2.4,
it is convenient to express their baseline (distance between antennas) in units of
wavelength A of the observed radiation (r, - r2)/A = (u, v, 0). We assume that the
antennas (two or more) lie in a plane, therefore only 2 coordinates are needed, u and
V.
The unit vector s can be written in terms of direction cosines s = (1, m). Here
1 = cos q and m = cos 9, where 0 and 0 are angles in spherical coordinates. Using
this new notation, Equation 2.3 can be rewritten as Equation 2.4 [1].
I e-27ri(ul+vm)
V,(u, v, w = 0) = /,(1, m) -1+m d l d m  (2.4)
JJ~vl~m)1 -1 2 -in 2
Usually, the antenna array is observing sources in a very small region of the sky,
which allows us to further simplify Equation 2.4 (using a convenient coordinate system
for the angles 0 and 0, which correspond to the cosines 1 and m). You can see that
in their final form, the spatial coherence and the intensity functions are related by a
Fourier transform (see Equations 2.5 and 2.6) [1].
V,(u, v) = I,(1, m)e-2~ i(ul+vm)dldm (2.5)
IV(1, m) = f (u, v)e2,i(ul+vm)dudv (2.6)
Radio-antenna arrays have a limited number of elements, as a result the spatial co-
herence function V,(u, v) is sampled at discrete points in the (u, v) plane. Astronomers
define the sampling function S(u, v) to be equal to one at (u, v) points where spatial
coherence was measured, and equal to zero everywhere else. The Fourier transform
of the spatial coherence function yields the dirty image ID(1, m) (Equation 2.7) [1].
I (1, m) = V,(u, v)S(u, v)e2xi(ul+vm)dudv (2.7)
The dirty beam is the convolution of the true intensity function I~, (also known as
the clean image) with the so called "point spread function", or "synthesized beam"
B(l, m): ID = I, * B (see Equation 2.8) [1].
B(1, m) = f S(u, v)e2ri(ul+vm)dudv (2.8)
Consider two interferometer elements (antennas) i, and j. These receivers do not
measure the visibility function Vj directly, instead they measure gi -gj - V,j. In this
context gi = Gie i and gj = Gye'i are the complex gains of each antenna. Here Gi,
Gj are antenna gain amplitudes and 0j, j are antenna gain phases.
The central idea behind radio-interferometry is to use a limited number of re-
ceivers, solve for the gain amplitudes and phases of all the antennas, and undo the
convolution in order to recover the true intensity distribution I~, [1].
2.3 Radio Antennas and Data Acquisition
So far we have assumed that interferometer elements are points that record the elec-
tromagnetic field at their location. In reality, that is not true. VLA antennas, for
example, are parabolic dishes 25 meters in diameter. As a result, one has to introduce
another function, A, (s), "the primary beam"', to account for the physical properties
of the receiving element itself. As a result, Equation 2.5 will take the following form:
V,(u, v) = J A,(l, m)I ,(1, m)e-27i(ul+vm)dldm (2.9)
Although it might seem that this new function complicates the matter, A,(s)
actually simplifies many things because it is sharply peaked at some direction given
by so (the tracking center of the radio-antenna) and rapidly falls off to zero in other
'Also known as "the normalized reception pattern"
directions. The primary beam has some side lobes which are sensitive to radiation
from directions other than so02 [1].
2.4 Coordinate Systems in Radio Interferometry
This is a short description of the coordinate system that radio astronomers use in
interferometry. The baseline vector has components (u, v, w), as shown in Figure 2.4.
Here u is the coordinate in the East direction, v is the coordinate in the coordinate
in the North direction, and w is the coordinate in the direction so. Also called "the
tracking center", so is a unit vector pointing towards the source of interest on the sky.
Any direction on the sky is specified via (1, m), which are the direction cosines with
respect to the (u, v) axes [1]. You have to be familiar with the coordinate system
(especially with the way the baselines are defined) in order to reduce the data.
so I/o/c
Figure 2-1: The coordinate system used for interferometer baselines. Figure scanned
from page 20 of [1].
2This is also called "ground spillover".
2.5 Synthesis Array Design
The signals from each pair of antennas in an array are correlated and recorded dur-
ing an observation. If there are NA antennas, there will be ½NA(NA - 1) distinct
"correlation signals" recorded. The location of each pair of antennas is described by
the corresponding baseline vector (u, v, w). One of the disadvantages of interferome-
ters is that the electromagnetic field is sampled at distinct points in the (u, v) plane.
De-convolution of the signal requires knowledge of the visibility function everywhere.
Radio-astronomers can get away with a fairly uniform sampling function S(u, v) and
some reasonable assumptions that allow to interpolate the measured visibility at (u, v)
locations not covered by the sampling function [1].
The main concern when building an interferometer is to have a uniform distribu-
tion of baseline lengths. For this project, the observations were performed using the
VLA (Very Large Array). The VLA has three arms, at 120 degrees to each other.
There are 9 parabolic antennas on each arm and the distance of the nth antenna
from the center is proportional to n1 716 [1]. This minimizes the redundancy in (u, v)
coverage. A schematic representation of the VLA is shown in Figure 2.5a. A few
plots of the Sampling Function S(u, v) are shown in the figure Figure 2.5b. The
star-shaped sampling function is characteristic for the VLA and is the result of the
antenna arrangement.
The VLA has four main configurations - A, B, C and D. The A configuration
has the longest baseline lengths with the most distant telescope 21 km away from
the center of the array. This configuration offers the greatest magnification and
resolution. The baseline lengths decrease as the VLA is moved into the B, C, and
D configurations. D is the most compact configuration, with all telescopes within
0.6 km from the center. In addition to the main configurations, there are hybrid
configurations such as "BnA" or "DnC". In these cases, the antennas on the East
and West arms are moved to the next configuration, whereas the antennas on the
North arm are left extended to offer improved view of the sky near the galactic
center.
k~ ;il
(b)
Figure 2-2: a) The configuration of the VLA with its 27 antennas. b) Examples of
VLA (u, v) coverage for different declinations. The observation durations were: 14 h
for 6 = 00; ± 4 h for 5 = 450; ± 3 h for 6 = -300; ±5 m for the snapshot at Zenith.
Figure scanned from page 30 of [1].
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Chapter 3
Observations
3.1 Campaign Scheduling
In this campaign, observations were made with the VLA in the A, BnA, and B config-
urations at 8.5 GHz (VLA's X-band). These were the configurations with the longest
baselines, which allowed to resolve the individual components of each gravitational
lens.
The monitoring campaign had two seasons: 24 January 2002 through 18 Septem-
ber 2002, and 21 May 2003 through 29 January 2004. Every observation (also called
epoch) lasted approximately an hour, and contained integrations on the gravitational
lenses and calibrators listed in Table 3.1. There were a total of 69 epochs in Season
1, and 98 epochs in Season 2. Within a typical epoch, each gravitational lens was
observed for 4-5 minutes and each calibrator was observed for 1-2 minutes. If a gravi-
tational lens was not observable by the VLA on a particular day, additional time was
allocated to the remaining sources.
3.2 Observation Layout
With a few exceptions, a primary flux calibrator was observed in every epoch. The
primary flux calibrator was used as a "meter stick" to set the flux density scale for
all the other sources. We chose 1734+094 as the primary flux calibrator for this
Table 3.1: The number of epochs when various sources were observed. Sometimes
a particular source was not visible to the VLA at the time of observation. The top
section contains the gravitational lens data, the middle section contains statistics
about flux calibrators, and the bottom section of the table contains phase calibrator
statistics.
Source Season 1 Season 2
[Total of 69 Epochs] [Total of 98 Epochs]
GL1632 65 82
GL1830 63 74
GL1838 66 78
GL2004 67 83
GL1608 54 0
1734+094 67 96
1400+621 67 80
1634+627 53 0
1545+478 67 83
2130+050 68 82
2355+498 69 78
1820-254 66 84
1651+014 65 83
2011-157 67 83
1642+689 54 0
campaign. This source has been known to be very stable over years, hence our
decision to use it as the primary calibrator. The campaign also monitored secondary
flux calibrators and phase calibrators (see Table 3.1).
Every observation of a gravitational lens was "sandwiched" between observations
of phase calibrators. The phase calibrators associated with each gravitational lens are
indicated in Table 3.2. The idea behind phase calibration is simple. Each telescope
has a certain gain. The gain of the ith antenna, gi, can be expressed as a complex
number, with a magnitude Gi and a phase q. Phase calibrators are point-sources on
the sky in the vicinity of the gravitational lens of interest. The VLA was pointed at
a phase calibrator, then at the gravitational lens, then at the phase calibrator again.
This was done because the phase can slowly drift while an antenna is pointing in the
same direction. By pointing the telescope at the phase calibrator, then at the source
of interest and then back at the phase calibrator, one can account for the phase drift
of the antenna. These phase calibrators were selected from NRAO's Online VLA
Calibrator Manual'.
Table 3.2: Phase Calibrators Associated with Each Gravitational Lens
Gravitational Lens Corresponding Phase Calibrator
GL1632 1651+014
GL1830 1820-254
GL1838 1820-254
GL2004 2011-157
GL1608 1642+689
In addition to phase calibrators, this campaign also monitored secondary flux
calibrators. The secondary flux calibrators are Compact Symmetric Objets (CSOs).
In 2001 Fassnacht and Taylor published the results of a CSO monitoring campaign
and they found that CSOs have an extremely stable flux density, which makes them
ideal secondary flux calibrators [23]. The campaign monitored 1400+621, 1634+627,
1545+478, 2130+050, and 2355+498 as secondary flux calibrators. CSOs are steep-
spectrum radio-sources and their flux densities are expected to be constant [23].
The gain of each individual antenna might change from day to day depending on
weather conditions, the state of the receiver cryogenic cooling system, and drifts in
the electronics. If you observe that the flux density of a calibrator fluctuates about
some average value, it means that the overall gain of the system varied slightly from
epoch to epoch. If the fluctuations are correlated between secondary flux calibrators,
it is an indication of instrument gain errors or flux calibration errors, rather than
intrinsic source variability. One can use the secondary flux calibrators to compute
the secondary gain correction for every epoch and apply this correction to other
sources. This trick is occasionally used in radio-interferometry [7], [8].
'http://www.vla.nrao.edu/astro/calib/manual/
Chapter 4
Data Reduction
For the initial stage of data reduction, I used NRAO's' AIPS2 software package. The
first step was to delete the bad integrations from the data, a process also known as
flagging. Flagging and primary calibration was performed in AIPS. The calibrated
data was then imported into DIFMAP [6] and the visibility data for every single source
was visually inspected. During this stage of visual inspection, I took notes about any
unflagged bad integrations leftover in a particular epoch and later re-flagged and
re-calibrated that data in AIPS.
After flagging and calibration, I used DIFMAP to fit the data to source models.
Each calibrator was modeled either as a point source, or a Gaussian source3 . Each
image of a gravitational lens was modeled as a point source or a Gaussian source.
A custom PERL script was used to extract the information from Model Fit files
generated by DIFMAP. MATLAB was further used for numerical analysis and light
curve editing.
At the beginning, I experienced some difficulties installing both AIPS and DIFMAP
in Ubuntu. I used VMware Workstation virtualization software to get around these
technical difficulties. I mounted Slackware 8.0 Linux on a separate virtual machine
and installed AIPS there. DIFMAP was installed on another virtual machine running
1NRAO - National Radio Astronomy Observatory
2AIPS - Astronomical Image Processing System
3A Gaussian Source has an elliptical 2D map, it is characterized by a major axis, a minor axis
and an angle that specifies the inclination of the major axis.
Fedora Core 6.0. I used PERL and Bash scripts to copy, maintain, and keep track of
the numerous data files. All stages of data reduction were performed on my Pentium
4 desktop.
4.1 Initial Flagging in AIPS
Even in perfect atmospheric conditions, some of the data from an observation could
be corrupt. Careful flagging of bad data was necessary to ensure high quality light-
curves. I used the AIPSTV task in AIPS to display the X-band visibility data on
the screen. The data was shown as a large table with rows corresponding to different
integration time blocks, and columns corresponding to different VLA antennas.
At the beginning of each data inspection session, I used the QUACK task to
remove data acquired in the first 10 seconds of the observation. This was done because
in the initial moments of acquisition, data are noisier due to antenna settling. Some
data fragments were automatically flagged at the VLA, and they appeared as blank
portions in AIPSTV tables.
The default AIPSTV view was "Show Amplitude", where each pixel (data point)
was given a gray-scale value (or color) proportional to the amplitude of the visibility
function. Due to noise, not all the pixels had the same color. The bad integration
points were identified visually since they had a different color. I used the TVFLAG
task to manually flag corrupt data.
I encountered three major kinds of errors - antenna errors, temporal errors, and
baseline errors. Antenna errors, as the name suggests, were associated with a specific
antenna and were the most common. Sometimes the color of the entire column
corresponding to faulty antenna was lighter or darker than the rest of the data.
Sometimes data in the antenna column was extremely noisy (perhaps due to a higher
antenna system temperature). In all these cases, data acquired by that particular
antenna was flagged.
Temporal errors corresponded to periods in time when acquired data were ex-
tremely noisy or corrupted in general. In AIPSTV, temporal errors could be identified
as horizontal bands, sometimes associated with specific antennas, sometimes present
in all antennas. Temporal errors were less common than antenna errors.
Baseline errors were associated with a specific baseline, for example 23-27, which
means that there were errors only in the correlated signal between antennas 23 and
27. Baseline errors were rare and appeared as vertical lines in the AIPSTV data table
and were easy to identify and flag.
Interferometry data were saved as FITS files. For VLA data, each FITS file
contains two IF channels (i.e. two frequency bands, each is 50MHz wide) and two
polarization channels - RR and LL. As a result, there are 4 layers of data that have to
be flagged individually in every file: IF1RR, IF1LL, IF2RR, and IF2LL. Sometimes,
errors are specific to a certain frequency channel (IF), sometimes they are specific
to a polarization channel. I visually inspected each of the 4 data layers and flagged
them individually.
The flagged epoch data were saved to separate FITS files with the "FG.UVF"
extension (FlaGged UV-Fits file). The flagging procedure did not physically remove
any data from the initial file, it created an FG (FlaG) table, where the flagged points
were registered. This prevented accidental loss of data. The flag table could be
deleted anytime to revert the FITS file to its original state. Note that only the flux
and phase calibrators were subject to this initial round of flagging. No gravitational
lens data was flagged in AIPS.
4.2 Calibration in AIPS
After the careful flagging procedure removed bad integrations from calibrator data, I
used an automated AIPS script to set the flux density of the primary flux calibrator,
1734+094, in every epoch. AIPS calculated the flux densities of all the other sources
by comparing them to the primary calibrator.
In the first stages of data reduction, we chose 2355+498 as the primary flux cali-
brator for this campaign. However, 2355+498 was observed in only 78 epochs out of
98 total epochs in the second season, an unacceptable statistics for a primary cali-
brator (see Table 3.1). Finally, I designated 1734+094 as the primary flux calibrator
because it was observed in 67 out of 69 epochs for Season 1, and 96 out of 98 epochs
for Season 2 (see Table 3.1).
4.2.1 Primary Flux Calibration
I used the AIPS task SETJY (Set Jansky) to set the flux density of the primary flux
calibrator, 1734+094, to 0.48 Jy/Beam. This value was taken from the Online VLA
Calibrator Manual4. The actual value of the flux density is not important since we
are interested in the relative flux density variations of gravitational lens components.
At this stage, we assumed that the primary calibrator had a constant flux density.
This was motivated by the initial round of data analysis as preliminary light curves
suggested that the flux of 1734+094 was constant within 0.5%. In addition, 1734+094
is on the list of recommended calibrators for the X-band in the VLA Calibrator
Manual.
I used task CALIB in AIPS to perform the calibration. Using 1734+094 as a "me-
ter stick", CALIB solved for the visibility amplitudes and phases of all the sources.
The majority of the calibrators were not resolved by the VLA in A or B config-
urations, as a result they were treated as point-sources. However, 1400+621 and
1634+627 exhibited extended emissions from their core and were partially resolved
by the interferometer.
I used the standard procedure of limiting the UV-radius for the partially resolved
sources. The idea is that a partially resolved source will look like a point-source if
the baseline lengths of the instrument are restricted to some maximal UV-radius. In
such cases, de-convolution software uses data only from the antenna-pairs with short
baselines. The UV-Radius for 1400+621 was restricted to 400kA and the UV-Radius
for 1634+627 was restricted to 200kA. NRAO recommends these values for X-band
data in the VLA Calibrator Manual.
Self-Calibration in CALIB was performed in one step, with "A&P" (amplitude and
phase) self calibration with a solution interval of 30 seconds. A warning was issued if
4It can be found at http://www.vla.nrao.edu/astro/calib/manual/index.shtml
phase errors were larger than 10 degrees. The calibration procedure generated a status
report for each processed epoch. These reports were parsed to detect possible error
messages. If the status report contained a significant number of phase calibration
closure errors, or any other errors, the epoch was subject to additional flagging in
AIPS. Sometimes two or more rounds of flagging were required to reduce the number
of errors and warning messages.
4.2.2 AIPS File Management
After the successful completion of calibration, GETJY (Get Jansky) task in AIPS was
used to extract the flux densities of the primary and secondary calibrators. I used the
SPLIT task to save flagged and calibrated FITS data to separate files corresponding to
individual sources in each epoch. The split FITS files and the original FITS files were
saved in a separate folder for each epoch. This folder also contained the calibration
status message and other files relevant to that epoch. Splitting the epoch fits files
marked the end of the AIPS data reduction stage.
4.3 Data Reduction in DIFMAP
DIFMAP is a flexible radio-interferometry editing and mapping program. DIFMAP
was written by Martin Shepherd [6] at Caltech and is now frequently used for VLBI
and VLA data reduction.
4.3.1 Flagging Gravitational Lens Data in DIFMAP
Before any actual data analysis could be done on the GL data, bad integrations had
to be flagged (recall that AIPS flagging affected only the calibrators). The split
file corresponding to a source in particular epoch was loaded in DIFMAP and the
visibility amplitudes and phases were plotted versus baseline UV radius.
Using DIFMAP, I visually inspected all the split fits files generated by AIPS (every
source in every epoch). If a calibrator happened to contain corrupted integrations,
I took notes, loaded the original FITS file into AIPS and reflagged that particular
calibrator. Then I repeated the traditional calibration, split procedures and returned
to DIFMAP. This work-flow minimized the errors that could have gone otherwise
undetected.
The simplest model for a gravitational lens with two images contains two point-
sources. The Fourier transform of two point sources will look like a sinusoid on the
UV plot. The gravitational lens data contained noise on top of the sinusoidal pattern,
and this noise was especially large for faint images. Corrupted data-points were easily
spotted on a UV-plot of the visibility data in DIFMAP. These points stood out as
outliers and were flagged with the mouse. DIFMAP has a couple of alternative data
viewing modes that can be used to flag individual points, baselines, or entire antennas.
Flagged source data were saved as FITS files that were used for source model
fitting in DIFMAP (the next stage of data reduction).
4.3.2 Source Model Fitting in DIFMAP
The traditional method of interferometry data analysis is to take the radio-data and
undo the convolution of the visibility function. This is usually done using the CLEAN
algorithm, first introduced by H6gbom in 1974 [28]. Although clean images are very
useful, in our case was easier to fit models directly to the calibrated visibility data,
without creating clean maps of the sources.
An automated DIFMAP script performed model fitting (see the Appendix). The
source FITS file was loaded into DIFMAP and the total intensity data was selected
(I = RR+LL). The script loaded a source model held the source positions fixed,
but allowed flux densities to vary. The UV visibility data was fitted to this model.
Accurate source coordinates for these models were obtained with VLBA by my thesis
supervisor, Prof. J. N. Winn5 .
A dirty map of 1024 by 1024 pixels was then created (each pixel was 0.5 arc-seconds
across). First, the data underwent antenna phase self-calibration. DIFMAP then
performed a series of model fitting procedures alternated by phase self-calibrations.
5VLBA has a much higher resolution than VLA
Model fitting continued until Chi-Squared reached a minimum. The best-fit parame-
ters were saved to a PMOD file (PMOD - Phase Self Calibrated Model). In addition,
the residual map RMS was measured and saved. The residual map RMS was later
used to quantify the image noise.
After the PMOD model results were saved, the data underwent a series of am-
plitude self-calibration and model fitting procedures to reach a new Chi-Squared
minimum. This set of best-fit parameters was saved to an AMOD file (AMOD -
Amplitude self-calibrated model). The PMOD and AMOD data were processed in-
dependently in identical conditions and they were in very good agreement. In the
later stages of data analysis I worked with the PMOD data because there was little
difference between the two data sets.
DIFMAP model fitting scripts were ran for all the sources and epochs in this
campaign. A typical source model included fixed and variable components. Only the
flux density of the source was allowed to vary from epoch to epoch. This limited the
degrees of freedom of the model to a minimum. The fit parameters that I used are
summarized in Table 4.1.
Note that calibrators were modeled as single sources (point or Gaussian), whereas
the gravitational lenses were modeled as a few individual sources, with one source
per image. Unfortunately, the model for GL1830 was oversimplified. The image
contains extended emission features that are partially resolved by the VLA. As a
result, the apparent flux density of GL1830 components varied when the configuration
of the VLA changed. To properly model this gravitational lens, we would need deep
observations of the source and additional model components.
I wrote a custom PERL script to parse the AMOD, PMOD and DIFMAP log files
and summarize the results in a text-file.
Table 4.1: Source Parameters used by DIFMAP model-fitting scripts. Flux Density
was the only free parameter. The second column contains initial value guesses for the
flux density. *Note that 1634+627 was modeled as an Elliptical Gaussian Function,
whereas all the other calibrators were modeled as point sources.
Source Flux Radius E[Jy/Beam] [mas] [Deg]
1400+621 1.0831v 0 0
1545+478 0.2994v 0 0
1634+627* 0.7971v 0 0
1642+689 1.1857v 0 0
1651+014 0.6253v 0 0
1734+094 0.5337v 0 0
1820-254 0.8796v 0 0
2011-157 1.6729v 0 0
2130+050 1.2701v 0 0
2355+498 0.8999v 0 0
GL1608 A 0.0206v 998.062 1.68796
GL1608 B 0.0106v 945.106 54.8636
GL1608 C 0.0103v 1229.51 141.577
GL1608 D 0.0035v 1128.68 -103.204
GL1632 A 0.1762v 0 0
GL1632 B 0.0146v 1468.73 122.289879
GL1830 A 5.7268v 56.6864 105.424
GL1830 B 3.8090v 946.337 -141.016
GL1838 A 0.2453v 0 0
GL1838 B 0.0175v 996.0534 -174.412
GL2004 A 0.0110v 0 0
GL2004 B 0.0110v 1126.216159 -119.3694208
Chapter 5
Light Curves
The previous step in data reduction summarized PMOD/AMOD data in a file for
each individual source. This file contained a line for each epoch of observation with
the following information: flux density, residual map RMS, time of observation, and
source elevation during the observation.
These data were loaded into MATLAB to generate the light curves, the final goal
of the data processing stage. The epoch number, hour, and minutes of the observation
were used to calculate the sidereal time of the observation. The residual map RMS was
used as an estimate of the intrinsic noise for each observation. The source elevation
angle was used to investigate the gain elevation effects.
Time was measured in Julian Days (JD). Midnight on 24 January 2002 (JD=2,452,312)
was chosen as the initial time counting moment for this campaign.
5.1 Raw Light Curves for Calibrators
Before discussing the details of light curve editing and secondary calibration, I present
the raw light curves for all flux and phase calibrators (see Figures 5-1, 5-2, 5-3, 5-4,
5-5, 5-6, 5-7, 5-9, and 5-10). By "raw" light curves, I mean that they have not been
edited and have not undergone secondary calibration.
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Figure 5-1: 1400+621: Initial light curve.
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Figure 5-2: 1545+478: Initial light curve.
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Figure 5-3: 1634+627: Initial light curve.
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Figure 5-6: 1734+094: Initial light curve.
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Figure 5-7: 1820-254: Initial light curve.
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Figure 5-8: 2011-157: Initial light curve.
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Figure 5-9: 2130+050: Initial light curve.
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Figure 5-10: 2355+498: Initial light curve.
5.2 Light Curve Editing
I plotted the flux density versus time1 to get the raw preliminary light curves. Even
though I followed strict and careful flagging procedures, a few of the data points in
my light curves were clear outliers. In order to investigate the status of outliers,
I compiled a table from the OBSLOG (observation log) files provided by the VLA
for each observation. This table contained the wind speed on that day, notes about
hardware or software failures at the VLA data center, and notes about failures of
individual antennas.
The light curve editing guidelines were simple. Any epoch missing the primary
flux calibrator was automatically flagged. Following Fassnacht's example, I flagged
the epochs with wind speeds in excess of 10m/sec [7]. In some epochs, significant
portions of data were automatically or manually flagged. As a result, the quality of
available data was poor and I flagged these epochs too.
Even after the most careful AIPS flagging, in a few cases, the AIPS calibration
generated an excessive number of calibration and phase closure errors. Since I couldn't
identify the problem with those epochs, I flagged them as well.
1Time was measured in Julian Days as mentioned above
5.3 Residual Map RMS vs Expected Map RMS
The residual map RMS was measured at the end of model fitting in DIFMAP. Theo-
retically, the actual RMS should approach the intrinsic sensitivity of the VLA in the
X-band (8.5 GHz). However, for very bright sources, such as GL1830, the VLA sen-
sitivity is limited by the dynamic range of the instrument, which is a few thousands.
The dynamic range is the ratio between the highest and the lowest visibility values
that can be recorded by the instrument in the same observation. I calculated T, the
integration time on a particular source using information provided in the FITS files.
The sensitivity of the VLA in the X-band is 0.049 mJy/Beam for a 10 minute long
integration. The expected map RMS for an observation that lasts r minutes is given
by Equation 5.1.
RMSexpected = 1Omin .049mJy (5.1)VT
I used this formula to calculate the expected RMS for each source in every epoch.
The ratio of the actual map RMS to the theoretically predicted RMS varied from
around 1 to 3-4 for most of the observed sources. The residual map RMS for GL1830
was a factor of 7-10 higher than the predicted RMS because of the dynamic range
limitations of the VLA.
All points with an extremely high ratio of actual to predicted map RMS were
verified for possible calibration errors. Such data points were investigated individually
and if major errors or exceptional circumstances were detected, the point was flagged.
For the flux and phase calibrators, the actual map RMS was tiny, a fraction of a
percent of the flux density. The intrinsic scatter in the light curves was comparable or
larger than the residual map RMS, which suggests that there were additional sources
of error, such as scintillation processes, atmospheric noise, thermal noise, and ground
spill-over. I used the RMS value as a sanity check. In the latter stages of data
analysis, I estimated the errors from the intrinsic scatter of the light curves.
5.4 Secondary Flux Calibration
As I mentioned earlier, this campaign monitored 5 potential secondary flux calibra-
tors: 1400+621, 1634+627, 1545+478, 2130+050, and 2355+498. 1634+627 was only
observed in the first season of the campaign, so for consistency reasons it had to be
dropped from the analysis. 1400+621 was partially resolved by the VLA in A and
B configurations. Even though the baseline UV radius was restricted to 400kA dur-
ing 1400+621 calibration in AIPS, the data did not look quite perfect on visibility
UV-plots in DIFMAP. Taking a conservative approach, I decided to drop this source
from the list of secondary flux calibrators. Finally, the light curve of 1545+478 had
features that looked like real flux density fluctuations, as a result, this source was
dropped too. In the end, I was left with 2130+050 and 2355+498 as the secondary
flux calibrators for this campaign.
5.4.1 Gain Elevation Effect and Secondary Calibration
The gain elevation effect was mentioned in the introductory section about radio an-
tennas. VLA antennas are large and heavy, and they deform in the gravitational field
of Earth. Since gain is a function of shape, the gain is expected to vary slightly as
a function of antenna elevation. Other phenomena such as thermal expansion and
ground spill-over 2 are also likely to affect the gain of a parabolic antenna.
The usual way to account for gain-elevation effects is to apply corrections to the
data during the AIPS calibration procedure. Although Prof. Winn provided a set
of gain elevation correction parameters, we were not confident about the accuracy
of those parameters and decided not to use then. We chose to correct for the gain
elevation effect via secondary flux calibration.
To find out if our data were affected by any gain-elevation effects, I plotted the
flux density of secondary flux calibrators3 versus antenna elevation angle for the first
and second seasons separately (see Figure 5-11). Curiously enough, the first season
2When an antenna is sensitive to radiation emitted by the ground
3 From now on I will refer to 2130+050 and 2355+498 as the Secondary Flux Calibrators
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light curves.
data exhibits a clear gain-elevation effect, whereas the second season data does not. It
turns out that the VLA data center started to automatically apply elevation correction
to all VLA observations sometime between the first and the second season.
I had a few options to correct the gain elevation effect for Season 1. The simplest
approach was to calculate the gain elevation correction parameters by fitting a line to
the plot of calibrator flux density vs elevation. This way I would be able to calculate
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the expected gain-elevation effect for a given elevation and therefore correct for this
effect. The second approach goes more along the lines of secondary gain calibration
as defined by Fassnacht in his 1999 paper about the GL1608 delay measurements
[7]. The third approach would have been to start over from scratch and use the gain
elevation correction parameters supplied by NRAO to re-calibrate Season 1 data in
AIPS. However, we considered this option not worthwhile, especially since it is a very
time consuming operation.
Fassnacht's idea is simple - proper secondary calibration is based on the assump-
tion that the overall VLA system gain might change very slightly from day to day.
Since secondary gain calibrators are assumed to be intrinsically constant, any fluctu-
ations in the light curves of the secondary calibrators must be because of day-to-day
gain variations. The self-normalized light curves of the secondary calibrations can
be summed and averaged to obtain the "secondary gain" curve, which assigns a gain
correction to each epoch. When applied to the light curves of all monitored sources
(except the primary flux calibrator 4 ), this gain correction curve is supposed to reduce
the scatter and improve the quality of the data.
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Figure 5-13: Secondary Calibration Gain plot for Season 1 Data
When I applied the secondary gain curve correction to the first season data, not
only did it reduce the scatter in the light curves of all the sources, but it also canceled
out the gain-elevation effect (see Figure 5-12). This makes sense when you take into
account the fact that secondary calibrators were located at about the same elevation
4 The Primary Flux Calibrator was used to set the flux density scale and required no gain elevation
correction.
as the other monitored sources5 .
When I applied the secondary calibration gain curve to data from Season 2, it
failed to reduce the scatter in the light curves. On the contrary, in some light curve
it increased the scatter a bit. This way, I convinced myself that the purpose of the
secondary calibration was to remove the gain-elevation effect. I applied the secondary
gain calibration based on 2130+050 and 2355+498 data only to Season 1. No sec-
ondary calibration was applied to the data in Season 2.
5This is especially true for phase calibrators, because they have to be as close as possible to
a gravitational lens in order to minimize the amount of telescope movement for the "sandwich"
observations Phase Calibrator - Gravitational Lens - Phase Calibrator.
Chapter 6
Time Delay Measurements
6.1 Final Light Curves for Gravitational Lenses
Before discussing the actual time delay measurement procedures, I present the final
light curves (see Figures 6-1, 6-2, 6-3, 6-4, and 6-5). By saying "final" light curves, I
mean that these light curves have undergone secondary calibration and are ready to
be analyzed with the Pelt dispersion method.
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the same on
6.2 Measuring The Time Delays
There are several mathematical methods one can use to measure the time delay
between two different images of a gravitational lens. Most of these methods involve
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calculating some parameter that quantifies the correlation of the light curves and then
minimizing (or maximizing) this parameter as a function of trial time delays and the
flux ratio between images.
One of the most reliable and robust algorythms for time delay measurement is the
dispersion method formulated by Pelt et al. in 1994 [33]. This method was first used
to investigate a controversial time delay measurement for QSO 0957+561 [33]. As
more and more lens monitoring data became available, Pelt's method became one of
the standard ways to compute time delays [7], [8], [26]. I used this method to analyze
the final light curves of GL1838, GL2004, and GL1632.
The light curves for GL1608 are fairly flat and contain no recognizable features.
One can tell simply by visual inspection that any sort of statistical processing would
not give a meaningful result. Note that J. N. Winn stopped monitoring GL1608
two thirds into Season 1 of this campaign, as a result we do not possess enough
data to calculate the time delays. Moreover, all three time delays have already been
accurately measured by Fassnacht et al. [8]. Based on these reasons, I decided to
drop GL1608 from this analysis.
The light curves for GL1830 show flux variations at the transitions between dif-
ferent VLA configurations (i.e. when the antennas are moved to change the baseline
lengths). This is because our DIFMAP source model for GL1830 was oversimplified.
It assumed that the lens image contained two compact components. The original pa-
per announcing the discovery of GL1830 mentioned that the image contained extended
emissions and a partial Einstein ring, which require more sophisticated modeling [14].
I did not have enough time to re-model this gravitational lens, but I will repeat the
DIFMAP fitting procedure after this thesis is completed.
6.3 Error Estimation
In the previous chapter, I mentioned that the point scatter in the light curves of
monitored gravitational lenses was either comparable to, or significantly larger than
the residual map RMS. This scatter is a result of various noise-generating processes
such as scintillation, ground spill-over, thermal noise in the antennas, and perhaps
micro-lensing. Some of the scatter could be attributed to undetected calibration
errors. Anything other than intrinsic source variation will be treated as noise.
To properly analyze the data, I needed a realistic estimate of the error bars. The
flux density of a gravitational lens image should not vary significantly on time-scales
of days [7]. Therefore any short term variation in the light curves of GL images is
noise. I used N-point median smoothing filtering to smooth the light curves. The
filter takes the median value for every N neighboring points. The number N has to
be odd. One of the advantages of this filter is that it is immune to outliers'.
Given the input curve Xj, the smoothed curve Xfmooth is the median of X,_ 1
... Xj 2-1. It is tricky to define the median filter at the beginning and end of the
data set. In these cases, I computed the smoothed curve using the nearest N points,
which caused the filter output to flatten at the beginning and end of the light curves.
The length of the filter has to be long enough to ensure smoothing, but short
enough to avoid smoothing over real variations in the light curve (especially at the
beginning and end of a season). Since we do not know the characteristic timescale of
GL variations, we have to chose the smoothing filter length based on common sense
and the properties of the light curves.
E= - (6.1)
I defined the scatter error e as the difference between the real and smoothed light
curves (see Equation 6.1). These error estimates were used to generate simulated
light curves in the final stage of analysis.
6.4 Pelt's Dispersion Method
One of the main advantages of this method is that it does not require re-sampling
the data, it works with randomly sampled data sets. Other time delay calculation
methods require interpolating the light-curves, which can introduce additional errors
'Note that outliers do affect averaging filters
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Figure 6-6: Creating a combined light curve (b) using raw light curves from (a). The
first curve (solid circles) was left unchanged, while the second curve (empty circles)
was magnified by a factor of M=2 and shifted forward in time by 50 days.
and make the results depend on the interpolation method. For a gravitational lens
with two components, A and B, the flux densities A(t) and B(t) can be expressed as
written in Equation 6.2 [31].
A(t)
B(t)
= CA + a(t) + AA(t)
= CB+ M -.a(t - rAB) + AB(t)
(6.2)
(6.3)
Here CA and CB are constant flux components; a(t) and M - a(t - TAB) are the
variable components; AA(t) and AB(t) represent the noise. I assumed that image B
lags behind image A with a time-delay TAB 2 and the magnification ratio is M. It is
natural to assume that images formed by a gravitational lens might contain constant
2HIf A lags behind B, the calculated time delay will be negative (TAB = -- BA).
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flux density components CA and CB. For example, if the background source is a
galaxy with an active black hole in the center, the central region of the galaxy would
have a variable flux density, whereas the outskirts of the galaxy and any extended
jets would have a constant flux density.
The magnification ratio, M, might change slowly over long periods of time because
of microlensing. When data is acquired during multiple seasons, it is a common
practice to allow the magnification ratio to vary independently from season to season
[8], [31]. Significant variations of the magnification ratio from season to season are
not expected, unless there were micro-lensing effects involved.
Pelt's method requires you to create a combined light curve from the individual
light curves of two distinct images. Then the dispersion of the combined curve is
computed using Formula 6.5. The dispersion is a number that quantifies the scatter
of the combined light curve. The more scattered the points, the larger the dispersion.
In Pelt's method, one of the original light curves, for example A(t), is left intact. The
other light curve, B(t), is scaled in magnitude, shifted in time, and then combined
with A(t), as shown in Figure 6-6. Consider the formulas in Equation 6.2. The shifted
and scaled light-curve for image B would be calculated using Equation 6.4.
B' (t)= [B(t + AT) - CB + CA] (6.4)M
The trial time delay, AT, is a variable parameter. Ideally, in the absence of noise,
when the trial delay equals the real time delay, AT = TAB, the light curves A(t) and
B'(t) should be identical. The constant flux components CA and CB are degenerate,
so they can be replaced by a single parameter C = CA - CB3.
The idea behind Pelt's method is to vary the trial time-delay, calculate a scaled and
time-shifted curve B'(t), and then superimpose it with A(t). This way, the combined
light curve S(t) is obtained. For every trial time delay, the dispersion of the combined
curve is computed. The dispersion minimum corresponds to the time-delay between
signals A(t) and B(t). Obviously, this analysis cannot provide meaningful results if
3 We are interested in the variable components of each image. In this context we are not interested
in the actual value of the constant components.
the signals are too noisy, or if the signals do not contain real variations.
The simplest way to calculate the Pelt dispersion is to look at every data point
in the combined light curve and compute its dispersion contribution. The expression
for D' Pelt dispersion is given in Equation 6.5 [33].
2= Zi,j WVijG,jTij,(S(ti) - S(tj)) 2 .5)
2 Ei,j Wi,jGjTi, T6.
Here G(i, j) is the neighbor selection factor. G(i, j) = 1 if the points i and j come
from two different light curves A(t) and B(t). G(i, j) = 0 otherwise. This way, Pelt
dispersion accounts only for correlation of points from different light-curves. This
method ignores the contributions due to intrinsic scatter of individual light-curves
(intrinsic scatter is accounted for during error estimation).
Wij is the pair weighting factor. One could use uniform weighting, in which case
the contribution of any pair of points (i, j) is weighed with Wi, = 1. Another common
weighting scheme is quadratic weighting: W,3j = 1/6~ + 1/6~, where Ji and 6j are the
uncertainties for points i and j.
Ti, is the time de-correlation selection factor. We assume that distant points on
the light-curve are not correlated. If the temporal separation between points i and
j is less than the de-correlation time Tdecorr, then Ti, = 1, otherwise Tij = 0. The
de-correlation timescale is a parameter that has to be adjusted. I used Tdecor, = 10
days for all my calculations.
6.5 Searching the Parameter Space
In order to perform dispersion analysis and calculate the time delay, I had to calculate
the magnification ratio M and the constant flux component C. For each lens, I created
a trial time delay vector Ti, a trial magnification vector Mi, and a trial constant
component vector Ck. MATLAB scripts generated the combined light curves for
all possible combinations of Mi, Cj, and Tk and calculated the dispersion Di,j,k =
D(M2, Cj, Tk).
In order to search the parameter space (Mi, Cj), I minimized the dispersion func-
tion. I assumed that the lowest dispersion value corresponded to the best-fit Mi and
Cj values. The magnification ratio was initially estimated roughly by dividing the
average flux densities of two images. The constant flux parameter was allowed to vary
in the interval -(B) < C < (A), where (A) and (B) are the average flux densities of
the two GL images.
I searched the parameter space with a brute force approach, i.e. calculated the
dispersion for a 3D grid of Mi, C , and Tk values4 and found the minimum value of
D' on this grid. The Mi and Cj grid spacing was initially rough, but I performed
iterative calculations, each time decreasing the parameter search space and refining
the grid. In the initial stage of calculations, I discovered that the best fit for the
constant flux component C, was sometimes quite large, especially for GL2004 and
GL1838.
If the lens is subject to differential scintillation (i.e. one component scintillates
more than the other), the parameter searching procedure finds large values for C
because the relative scatter of each light curve is different. Winn et. all experienced
this same numerical problem when they analyzed ATCA5 data in an attempt to
measure the GL1838 time delay[16].
All this time I have been using the concept that a gravitational lens image is sup-
posed to have a constant and a variable component. The idea behind it is simple -
the background galaxy (which is being imaged by the lens) may have compact com-
ponents and extended components. A compact component is small enough such that
the light-travel time across it is small. The compact components are known to vary
coherently. Extended components (jets and Einstein rings) are large scale structures
and it takes light a significant amount of time to cross them. As a result, any varia-
tions are averaged out and extended components remain approximately constant.
Since GL1632, GL1838, and GL2004 all consist of compact components, I decided
to drop the constant flux component from the calculations and assumed that C = 0
4This method was simple and reliable, but computationally intensive.
5Australia Telescope Compact Array
for all three lenses. C must be taken into account when the lens images contain
extended jets and structure such as Einstein Rings. Among the 5 lenses monitored in
this campaign, only GL1830 would require the inclusion of a constant flux component.
With C out of the picture, the parameter search space became much smaller and
this simplification was advantageous from a computational point of view. I allowed
the magnification ratio M to vary independently in Season 1 and Season 2. Any
variations in M from season to season can be attributed either to micro-lensing or to
the the fact that the lens has a time delay comparable to the length of the campaign.
6.6 Simulations
If the light curves of gravitational lens images contain significant variability, it should
be possible to calculate the time delay by matching prominent features in different
light curves. It is usually a combination of luck and persistent monitoring that allow
astronomers to calculate the time delay. The dispersion curve D = Di (T) 6 will
always have a minimum. How do you find out whether this minimum corresponds to
the actual time delay or is simply a statistical accident?
The common practice is to use Monte Carlo simulations to test the statistical re-
liability of tentative time delay measurements. The main idea is to create simulated
light curves Aaim(t) and Bsim(t) from the original light curves A(t) and B(t) and re-
peat the Pelt analysis several times using simulated light curves. The goal is to keep
data characteristics and noise spectrum the same. Pelt et al. [33], and Fassnacht et
al. [7] suggested using the smoothed light curves Asmoooth(t), and Bsmoooth(t) as "gen-
erating light curves". The original error-bars, CA(t), CB(t), are shuffled and put back
onto the "generating light curve" to produce simulated curves. As a result, the simu-
lated light curves will carry the same information (i.e. intrinsic flux density variation)
and will have the same noise properties as the original curves. The Pelt dispersion
calculation is repeated for the simulated curves using the previously calculated lens
magnification M7 .
6Here Ti is the trial time delay
7One could in fact re-calculate the magnification ratio for each light curve, but it turns out to be
Different simulated light curves are expected to have dispersion minima corre-
sponding to different time delays. If the time delay histogram for a large number of
simulations has a clearly defined maximum, this means that the measured time delay
is statistically reliable. The histogram can ultimately be used to estimate the mean
time delay and the oa and 2a confidence levels. I performed 10000 simulations for
each gravitational lens.
6.6.1 Code Testing on GL1608 Data from Fassnacht et al.
I wrote the data-crunching code in MATLAB. Prior to using the code on my own
light curves, I tested and debugged it using GL1608 Season 1 data from Fassnacht's
monitoring campaign [7] (see Figure 6-7). Fassnacht et al. managed to calculate
all three time delays for this four-image system. For simplicity, I worked with the
brightest components, A and B. In the first paper announcing the measurement of
the GL1608 time delay, Fassnacht et al. calculated that image A lagged behind image
B with time delay TBA = 31 + ' days (68% confidence interval) [7].
The accuracy of this measurement was later improved using data from two addi-
tional monitoring seasons [8]. Note that Season 2 data alone could not be used for a
time-delay measurement because it did not have any distinct features that could be
related to each other.
I calculated a magnification ratio SA : SB = 2.039 which is in good agreement
with the value of 2.042 calculated by Fassnacht et al. [7]. I used a 5-point median
filter to smooth the original light curves and estimate the errors ' (see Figure 6-8).
10000 Monte Carlo simulations generated the histogram in Figure 6-9. I managed
to reproduce the result from [7], which suggests that my code was robust. The
uncertainty estimate for my result, TBA= 30 + 4 .5 days (68% confidence interval), is
somewhat conservative. I conclude that the Monte-Carlo simulation technique tends
to overestimate measurement uncertainties.
very close to the original M, and requires a significant amount of additional computation.8 A longer filter caused the smooth light curve to flatten out at the beginning of the season, and
thus miss some variation in component B.
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6.7 Simulation Results
6.7.1 GL1632
The final light curves and the smoothed light curves for GL1632 are presented in
Figures 6-3 and 6-12. The best fit magnification ratios for GL1632 are M1 = 12.156
and M 2 = 11.340 for Seasons 1 and 2 respectively. The dispersion plot for the original
data, shown in Figure 6-14, has a minimum at 182 days. The results of 10000 Monte
Carlo simulations (see Figure 6-13) show a broad peak in the region between 150 and
200 days. The histogram suggests a time delay TAB = 156. 1 days (68% confidence
interval).
This is a very conservative estimate. When analyzing Fassnacht's data, we have
seen that the histogram-based uncertainty calculation procedure tends to overesti-
mate the errors. A much simpler way to estimate the uncertainty is to look at the
dispersion plot in Figure 6-14 and identify the boundaries of the dip corresponding
to the minimum. The cusp corresponding to the minimum in the D2(T) function
flattens out at Tieit ? 152 days. I will consider this the lower boundary of the time
delay measurement. On the right, the peak in Pelt dispersion at Tright = 190 days
defines the upper boundary of this time delay measurement. I estimated the measure-
ment uncertainties based solely on the dispersion plot from Figure 6-14, and obtained
TAB = 182+30 days.
This result cannot be taken without a grain of salt. We have not monitored the lens
for periods significantly longer than its time delay. Unfortunately, VLA campaigns
can not be continuous because the interferometer configuration changes every - 4
months.
In this context, I would like to introduce the concept of data window function,
used by Pelt et al. [33], and Cohen et al. [26]. The window function value equals the
number of pairs of data points that contribute to the dispersion calculation for a trial
time delay. If the trial time delay is small, the light curves of A and B components
are shifted very little in time and they maintain a significant overlap. As a result,
the data window function is large for small time delays. If the trial time delay is
very large, the amount of overlap between the light curves decreases significantly and
eventually reaches zero, as shown in Figure 6-16 for GL1632.
I would like to point out that the value of the window function for GL1632 data
becomes very small for time delays of 150-200 days. This makes the dispersion analysis
more susceptible to noise. A very low value of the window function above 200 days
explains the last spike in the histogram from Figure 6-13.
The GL1632 time delay predicted from simple lens models is approximately hAT ,
120 - 130 days [15]. The exact value depends on the model of the lensing galaxy.
The tentative time delay suggested by my analysis is of the same order of magnitude.
However, for such a long time delay, the gravitational lens must be monitored contin-
uously for a few years to maintain a reasonable data window. On the bright side, our
data indicates that GL1632 is variable on a timescale of months and it is a promising
candidate for a much more accurate time-delay measurement.
6.7.2 GL1838
The raw light curves and the smoothed light curves for GL1838 are presented in Fig-
ures 6-4 and 6-17. It is immediately clear that component B is much noisier than
component A. This agrees with the data from the GL1838 ATCA monitoring cam-
paign by Winn et al. [16]. Given the fact that the images formed by this gravitational
lens contain only compact components, we expect to observe a negligibly small con-
stant flux term9 Therefore, we expect any fractional flux variation in image A to
match the fractional flux variation in image B. The observation that the light curve
of Image B is much noisier than that of Image A, suggests that we are observing
Galactic scintillation. However, the radiation from image B passes through an arm
of the spiral lensing galaxy. This radiation encounters large volumes of plasma and
Image B is scatter-broadened. In this situation, the image angular size becomes too
large to be affected by scintillation. This hypothesis could be tested by measuring
the angular dimensions of images A and B using VLBA, since VLA cannot resolve
the individual component of GL1838.
9 Remember, constant flux terms come from extended structures.
The predicted time delay, hAr, is on the order of tens of days (depending on the
exact lensing galaxy model) [12]. The ATCA monitoring campaign provided relatively
flat light curves for GL1838 and the data did not allow Winn et al. to measure the
time delay. In our campaign, the GL1838 light curves varied very slowly. The light
curve of image A rises at the end of Season 2, and the same feature can be seen in
the light curve of image B.
I was not able to reliably measure the time delay using the quadratic weighting
method for Pelt's dispersion calculations. This was due to the large light curve scatter
of image B (see Figure 6-4). However, it was possible to measure a tentative time delay
by uniformly weighting all the points in the dispersion calculation. The resulting D2
curve, shown in Figure 6-18, has a minimum at rTin = 40 days, which is in roughly
good agreement with the predictions of a simple lens model [14]. Figure 6-19 shows
the composite light curve formed by combining light curves of images A and B. Note
that the image B light curve was scaled in magnitude and shifted back in time by
40 days. I used a 3-point median smoothing filters for image A in order to avoid
smoothing the rise at the end of second season. I had to use a 9-point filter for image
B because it contained significant scatter.
Monte Carlo simulations, which require quadratic weighting, did not provide sup-
port for a time delay of - 40 days. The simulations were plagued by the fact that
the B light curve was very noisy. I estimated the uncertainty of the proposed time
delay graphically, using the dispersion plot in Figure 6-18. I identified Tireft = 30 days
and Tright = 40 days as the lower and upper limits of this measurement. Thus, for
GL1383 I propose a tentative time delay of TAB = 35 + 5 days. Another monitoring
campaign is necessary to confirm or reject this tentative measurement.
6.7.3 GL2004
The final light curves and smoothed light curves for GL2004 are shown in Figures 6-5
and 6-20. Similarly to GL1838, one of the light curves is considerably noisier than
the other. The flux density ratio of components A and B is approximately 1:1 for
GL2004, I suppose that GL2004 is subject to differential scintillation. In other words,
component A scintillates more than component B. This monitoring campaign did not
observe the lens often enough to sample the scintillation process.
Although the initially predicted time delay for GL2004 was on the order of days,
the fact that the lensing galaxy is a spiral complicates the situation. Due to the
uncertainties in the lens model, the potential time delay could range from a few days
to a few tens of days [32]. The standard lens model predicts that image B lags behind
image A [13].
My simulation results, presented in Figure 6-21, show that Pelt's algorithm fails to
measure the time delay of GL2004. This is due to the excessive amount of noise in the
light curve of component A, which masks any real variation that might have occurred.
Our observations also show that this lens is variable on very long timescales. The
slow variability of GL2004, combined with the fact that image A is very noisy makes
it challenging to measure the GL2004 time delay in a future monitoring campaign.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this undergraduate thesis, I present data obtained during two seasons of gravi-
tational lens monitoring. The campaign observed five gravitational lenses: GL1608,
GL1830, GL1632, GL1838, and GL2004 from 24 January 2002 until 18 September
2002, and from 21 May 2003 until 29 January 2004.
Prof. J. N. Winn scheduled the campaign and acquired the data, I reduced and
analyzed it. I started with the raw FITS files and finished with the finalized light
curves for all monitored sources. I analyzed the light curves in an attempt to measure
the time delays for three gravitational lenses - GL1632, GL1838, and GL2004.
GL1830 was dropped from the time-delay analysis because I used an oversimplified
model for the lens images, a model that did not account for extended emissions.
Another gravitational lens, GL1608, was dropped from the time delay analysis because
it was monitored for only for the first 2/3 of Season 1, and its light curves contained
very little variation.
The data reduction cycle was comprised of flagging and primary flux calibration
in AIPS, followed by secondary flagging and source model fitting in DIFMAP. Final
light curve analysis was done in MATLAB. I wrote various Bash and PERL scripts
to manage several thousand files generated in the process. I resorted to Monte Carlo
simulations in order to check the reliability of my time delay measurements and
estimate the uncertainties of these calculations. I analyzed the final light curves of
three gravitational lenses using the non-interpolative dispersion method devised by
Pelt et al. [33].
GL1632 showed significant flux variations in both seasons. My analysis suggests a
time delay of TAB = 182 1 0 days for GL1632. The time delay uncertainty associated
with this measurement is quite large because of the relatively short duration of VLA
monitoring seasons.
Based on these preliminary results, I strongly recommend that GL1632 is moni-
tored continuously for at least 400-500 days in a future campaign. We have already
seen that GL1632 is highly variable on timescales of 102 days, so it should be possible
to accurately measure its time delay in the future.
GL1838 light curves exhibited a very significant flux density variation (50% de-
crease from Season 1 to Season 2) during our monitoring campaign. Unfortunately,
this massive variation occurred very slowly and steadily over approximately 650 days.
Our observations suggest that GL1838 is variable on very long timescales, which
makes it difficult to measure the time delay. My analysis suggests a tentative GL1838
time delay measurement of TAB = 35 ± 5 days.
GL2004 light curves exhibited mild variability on long timescales. The smoothed
light curves show some small features on timescales of tens of days. Due to the large
intrinsic scatter in the light curve of image A, I suspect that the short-time-scale
features are not real. Differential scintillation is the most plausible explanation for
the large scatter in image A of GL2004. Pelt's dispersion method combined with
Monte Carlo simulations failed to measure the time delay of GL2004.
Based on our observations, I expect that it will be challenging to measure the
GL2004 time delay (given the low amplitude of flux variations and the long time
scale of these variations). The fact that the light curve of image A has a large scatter,
perhaps due to differential scintillation, makes it even more difficult to accurately
measure the time delay of this lens.
I would like to make a crude estimate of H0 using the tentative time delays for
GL1632 and GL1838. For GL1632, Winn et al. published a predicted time delay
hAt = 118.5 ± 1.9 days' for a flat cosmological model with Qm = 0.3, QA = 0.7
'Recall that h = Ho/100 km sec-1 Mpc -1.
[15]. This prediction is based on a singular isothermal spherical model for the lens-
ing galaxy. Using Winn's model and my measurement of TGL1632 = 182+30 days, I
calculated Ho = 65. 1 12 9 km sec - 1 Mpc - 1.
For GL1838, Winn et al. used a singular isothermal ellipsoid lensing galaxy model
to predict a time delay of hAt = 14.9 ± 0.2 days for a flat cosmological model with
Qm = 0.3, QA = 0.7. Using my tentative time delay measurement of TGL1838 = 35 ± 5
days, I calculated H0 = 42.6• . km sec 1 Mpc-.
7.1 What Could Have Been Done Differently
A significant amount of observing time was dedicated to the secondary flux cali-
brators. We convinced ourselves that secondary calibrators were necessary only as a
means of correcting the gain elevation effect. Since the VLA data center started auto-
matically applying gain elevation correction sometime in late 2002, it was unnecessary
to observe secondary calibrators in Season 2.
In addition, it would have been more advantageous to have an uninterrupted
monitoring campaign. This would have allowed us to measure the GL1632 time delay
more accurately. It is impossible to have continuous VLA campaigns because of it's
regular configuration changes2 . However, it should be possible to have continuous
3monitoring campaigns with the VLBA, which does not change configuration .
I mentioned that I used an oversimplified model of GL1830 for fitting FITS data
in DIFMAP. This was suggested by the fact that the flux density of GL1830 images
varied when the VLA configuration changed. If more time were available, I would
have created a more sophisticated source model that would have accounted for the
extended emission and the faint Einstein ring.
2For such a campaign, we can only use the A, BnA, and B VLA array configurations.
3There is a major problem with VLBA, it has a large of angular resolution, and it is much harder
to find compact sources that could serve as calibrators.
7.2 Future Work
This monitoring campaign acquired most of the data in the X-band (8.5 GHz) and
some GL2004 data was acquired in VLA's C-band (5 GHz). For my thesis, I focused
mainly on the X-band data. Sometime within the next three months I intend to
reduce the C-band data. Combined with the X-band data, it could be used to study
the scintillation in GL2004.
It would be also interesting to measure the angular dimensions of GL1838 compo-
nents A and B with VLBA and investigate the possibility of differential scintillation.
I also intend to repeat GL1830 source fitting in DIFMAP. This will be more
challenging because the model will have to account for a faint Einstein Ring and
some extended structure.
Finally, I intend to summarize the results of this work and publish them in a joint
paper with Professor J. N. Winn.
Appendix A
AIPS and DIFMAP Scripts
This appendix contains a few AIPS, DIFMAP, and Bash shell scripts that I used to
process the VLA monitoring data. In addition to these, I used a variety of customized
Bash shell scripts for file management, but the scripts presented here did most of the
"heavy lifting" for data reduction.
A.1 "Do-It-All"P AIPS Script
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$ This AIPS script was used for data flagging and primary flux calibration $
$ The dollar sign denotes the beggining of a comment string $
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$ This procedure defines a few variables used throughout the script
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
proc defvar
string*12 utdate; $ Name of the current epoch, for example "AW576.020124"
scalar TEMP; $ Temporary reference antenna,
finish
$ This Procedure loads the raw file corresponding to epoch "utdate"
$ Use command "loadraw('AW576.020124')"
$ RAWDATA is a BASH environment variable denoting the folder where
$ raw data files are stored. A sample filename is "AW576.020124.FG.UVF"
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
proc loadraw(utdate)
task 'fitld';
infile 'RAWDATA:' !! utdate !! '.FG.UVF';
outname utdate; outdisk 0; outclass 'XBAND'; outseq 0;
optype 'UV'; ncount 1; dotable 1; douvcomp 1; doconcat -1;
go fitld; wait;
finish
$ Automatically sets some AIPS parameters for a given utdate
$ Useful as a shortcut within large procedures
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
proc getdate(utdate)
inname utdate; inclass 'XBAND'; inseq 1; indisk 0;
finish
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$ This procedure writes the calibrated data to the disk
$ It first a single file with calibrated data for all sources
$ Then it writes separate files with calibrated data
$ for each individual source (*.UVF extension)
$ There is a folder for each epoch, for example "020124"
proc writeall(utdate)
task 'fittp';
doall -1; indisk 0; inclass 'XBAND'; inseq 1;
intype 'uv'; outtape 0; dostokes -1;
getdate(utdate);
outfile 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)
go fittp; wait;
inname 'GL1608';
outfile 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)
go fittp; wait;
inname 'GL1838';
outfile 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)
go fittp; wait;
inname 'GL1830';
outfile 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)
go fittp; wait;
inname 'GL1632';
outfile 'FOLDER.'!!substr(utdate,7,12)
go fittp; wait;
inname 'GL2004';
outfile 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)
go fittp; wait;
inname '1820-254';
outfile 'FOLDER.'!!substr(utdate,7,12)
go fittp; wait;
inname '1651+014';
outfile 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)
go fittp; wait;
inname '1734+094';
outfile 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)
go fittp; wait;
inname '2011-157';
outfile 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)
go fittp; wait;
inname '2130+050';
outfile 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)
go fittp; wait;
inname '1642+689';
outfile 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)
!!':'!!utdate!!'.CAL.UVF';
!!':GL1608.'!!utdate!!'.UVF';
!!':GL1838.'!!utdate!!'.UVF';
!!':GL1830.'!!utdate!!'.UVF';
!!':GL1632.'!!utdate!!'.UVF';
!!':GL2004.'!!utdate!!'.UVF';
!!':1820-254.'!!utdate!!'.UVF';
!!':1651+014.'!!utdate!!'.UVF';
!!':1734+094.'!!utdate!!'.UVF';
!!':2011-157.'!!utdate!!'.UVF';
!!':2130+050.'!!utdate!!'.UVF';
!!':1642+689.'!!utdate!!'.UVF';
go fittp; wait;
inname '1634+627';
outfile 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)!!':1634+627.'!!utdate!!'.UVF';
go fittp; wait;
inname '1545+478';
outfile 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)!!':1545+478.'!!utdate!!'.UVF';
go fittp; wait;
inname '1400+621';
outfile 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)!!':1400+621.'!!utdate!!'.UVF';
go fittp; wait;
inname '2355+498';
outfile 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)!!':2355+498.'!!utdate!!'.UVF';
go fittp; wait;
finish
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$ This procedure opens up the AIPSTV to flag the data in AIPS
proc showtv
task 'tvflg';
docat -1; clr2n; dohist -1; sources ";
calcode '1*';
timer 0; stokes 'RRLL'; selband -1; selfreq -1; freqid -1;
bif 1; eif 2; bchan 1; echan 2; anten 0; basel 0; uvr 0;
subarray 0; docal -1; blver -1; smooth 0;
dparm 0,0,0,0,0,5,0;
go tvflg; wait;
finish;
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$ This procedure writes antenna and observation info to files with *.LISTR
$ and *.PRTAN extensions. These files are useful for analysis later
proc writeinfo(utdate)
getdate(utdate);
task 'listr';
optype 'scan'; inver 0; sources '';
calcode ''; timerang 0; docrt -1;
outprint 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)!!':'!!utdate!!'.LISTR';
go listr; wait;
task 'prtan';
inver 0; nprint 0; docrt -1;
outprint 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)!!':'!!utdate!!'.PRTAN';
go prtan; wait;
finish
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$ This procedure deletes temporary files numbered X to Y from the AIPS
$ internal catalog. AIPS has its own internal temporary file storage.
$ After data is processed, AIPS temporary files can be written to disk
$ and the temporary files can be "zapped"
$ Use: "zapit(1,20)"
PROC ZAPIT (X, Y) FOR I = X TO Y;
EGETNAME (I)
IF - ERROR THEN
clrstat;
ZAP;
END
END FINISH
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$ This procedure loads raw data and opens the AIPSTV for flagging
$ This procedure uses other procedures defined throughout this script
proc flagraw(utdate)
loadrav(utdate);
prnumber 0; prtask "; prtime 0;
clrmsg;
getdate(utdate);
$ this task removes the first 10 seconds of observation
$ i.e. the data acquired while the antenna was settling
task 'quack';
sources ''; subarray 0; selband -1; selfreq -1; freqid -1;
timer 0; anten 0; flagver 1; opcode 'beg';
reason 'start of scan'; aparm 0,0.17,0;
go quack; wait;
$ this task opens AIPSTV for flagging
task 'tvflg';
docat -1; clr2n; dohist -1; sources "; calcode '*';
timer 0; stokes 'rrll'; selband -1; selfreq -1; freqid -1;
bif 1; eif 2; bchan 1; echan 2; anten 0; basel 0; uvr 0;
subarray 0; docalib -1; blver -1; smooth 0;
dparm 0,0,0,0,0,5,0;
go tvflg; wait;
$ this task writes flagged data to disk
task 'fittp';
doall -1; indisk 0; inclass 'XBAND'; inseq 1;
intype 'uv'; outtape 0; dostokes -1;
getdate(utdate);
outfile 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)!!':'!!utdate!!'.FG.UVF';
go fittp; wait;
$ this procedure writes the *.PRTAN and *.LISTR info files to disk
writeinfo(utdate); wait;
$ zap/delete the current temporary file from AIPS storage system
zap; wait;
finish
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$ This procedure loads a file with data that has been flagged already
$ This procedure is used for secondary rounds of flagging
proc LOADFLG(utdate)
task 'fitld';
infile 'FOLDER-' !! substr(utdate,7,12) !! ':' !!utdate!! '.FG.UVF.OLD';
outname utdate; outdisk 0; outclass 'XBAND'; outseq 0;
optype 'UV'; ncount 1; dotable 1; douvcomp 1; doconcat -1;
go fitld; wait;
finish
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$ This procedure opens flagged data in AIPSTV to allow reflagging
proc REFLAG(utdate)
LOADFLG(utdate);
prnumber 0; prtask "; prtime 0;
clrmsg;
GETDATE(utdate);
SHOWTV;
task 'fittp';
doall -1; indisk 0; inclass 'XBAND'; inseq 1;
intype 'uv'; outtape 0; dostokes -1;
getdate(utdate);
outfile 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)!!':'!!utdate!!'.FG.UVF';
go fittp; wait;
writeinfo(utdate); wait;
zap; wait;
finish
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$ Loads raw data again from original folder
proc LDAGAIN(utdate)
task 'fitld';
infile 'ABSOLUTE:' !!utdate!! '.X';
outname utdate; outdisk 0; outclass 'XBAND'; outseq 0;
optype 'UV'; ncount 1; dotable 1; douvcomp 1; doconcat -1;
go fitld; wait;
finish
$ This procedure is used to start flagging from scratch
proc FLAGAIN(utdate)
LDAGAIN(utdate);
prnumber 0; prtask ''; prtime 0;
clrmsg;
GETDATE(utdate);
task 'quack';
sources "'; subarray 0; selband -1; selfreq -1; freqid -1;
timer 0; anten 0; flagver 1; opcode 'beg';
reason 'start of scan'; aparm 0,0.17,0;
go quack; wait;
SHOWTV;
task 'fittp';
doall -1; indisk 0; inclass 'XBAND'; inseq 1;
intype 'uv'; outtape 0; dostokes -1;
getdate(utdate);
outfile 'FOLDER_'!!substr(utdate,7,12)!!':'!!utdate!!'.FG.UVF';
go fittp; wait;
writeinfo(utdate); wait;
zap; wait;
finish
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$ This procedure applies no gain elevation correction
proc nogainel
task 'tacop'
inext 'cl'; invers 0; outvers 0; ncount 1;
clroname; keyword "; keyvalue 0 0; keystrng '';
go tacop;
finish;
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$ This procedure loads flagged data from a file
proc LOADNOW(utdate)
task 'fitld';
infile 'FOLDER_' !! substr(utdate,7,12) !! ':' !!utdate!! '.FG.UVF';
outname utdate; outdisk 0; outclass 'XBAND'; outseq 0;
optype 'UV'; ncount 1; dotable 1; douvcomp 1; doconcat -1;
go fitld; wait;
finish
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$ This is the calibration procedure
proc cald(utdate, TEMP)
LOADNOW(utdate);
prnumber 0; prtask "; prtime 0;
clrmsg;
getdate(utdate);
nogainel;
task 'setjy';
sources '1734+094',' '; qual -1; bif 1; eif 2;
zerosp 0.48,0; optype ' '; calcode ' '; sysvel 0;
restfreq 0; veltyp ' '; veldef ' '; freqid -1; aparm 0;
go setjy; wait;
task 'calib';
calcode "; selband -1; selfreq -1; freqid -1;
timerang 0; bchan 0; echan 0; antennas 0; antuse 0;
subarray 0; wtuv 0.1; docalib 1; gainuse 2;
flagver 1; doband -1; bpver -1; smooth 0;
clr2name; outname ' '; outclass ' '; outseq 0; outdisk 0;
refant TEMP ; solint 0.5;
aparm 5,0,0,0,0,2,0; soltype ' '; solmode 'A&P';
solcon 0; minamper 20; minphser 10;
cparm 0,0,0,0,1; snver 0; antwt 0; gainerr 0;
calsour '1400+621',"; uvrange 0 400;
go calib; wait;
calsour '1634+627','';
uvrange 0 200;
go calib; wait;
calsour ''; uvrange 0;
calsour(1)='1545+478';
calsour(2)='1734+094';
calsour(3)='2130+050';
calsour(4)='2355+498';
calsour(5)='1820-254';
calsour(6)='1651+014';
calsour(7)='2011-157';
calsour(8)='1642+689';
go calib; wait;
task 'getjy';
sources ''";
sources(1)='1400+621';
sources(2)='1634+627';
sources(3)='1545+478';
sources(4)='1734+094';
sources(5)='2130+050';
sources(6)='2355+498';
sources(7)='1820-254';
sources(8)='1651+014';
sources(9)='2011-157';
sources(10)='1642+689';
calsour '1734+094',''; qual -1; calcode '';
bif 1; eif 0; timer 0; anten 0; subarray 0;
selband -1; selfreq -1; freqid -1; snver 0;
go getjy; wait;
task 'clcal';
sources ''; soucode ''; calsour ''; calcode "; qual -1;
timer 0; subarray 0; anten 0; selband -1; selfreq -1;
freqid -1; opcode 'cali'; interpol '2pt'; intparm 0;
smotype ''; snver 0; gainver 2; gainuse 3;
refant TEMP ;
go clcal; wait;
priority 0; prnumber 0; prtask "; prtime 0;
docrt -1;
outprint 'FOLDER_'!'substr(utdate,7,12)!!':'!!utdate!!'.CLCALMSG';
go prtmsg;
task 'split';
sources(1)='1400+621';
sources(2)='1634+627';
sources(3)='1545+478';
sources(4)='1734+094';
sources(5)='2130+050';
sources(6)='2355+498';
sources(7)='1820-254';
sources(8)='1651+014';
sources(9)='2011-157';
sources(10)='1642+689';
sources(11)='GL1632';
sources(12)='GL1830';
sources(13)='GL1838';
sources(14)='GL2004';
sources(15)='GL1608';
qual -1; calcode ''; timer 0; stokes '"
selband -1; selfreq -1; freqid -1; bif 1; eif 0;
bchan 1; echan 0; subarray 0; docal 1; gainuse 3;
dopol -1; blver -1; flagver 1; doband -1; smooth 0;
outclass 'XBAND'; outseq 0; outdisk 0; douvcomp 1; aparm 0;
go split; wait;
writeall(utdate);
zapit(1,40);
finish
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$ Unfortunately AIPS could not calibrate a large batch of files at once.
$ I suppose this has something to do with the fact that I was running
$ AIPS on a very old Linux distribution on a VMWare Virtual Machine.
$ Calibration was performed in bathces of 6 files, each batch was
$ processed by a separate AIPS procedure. This script allows setting
$ custom reference antennas for individual epochs.
$ Use: cald('EpochName',ReferenceAntenna);
$ Example: "cald('AW576.020124',6)"
proc runI
cald('AW576.020124',6);
cald('AW576.020127',6);
cald('AW576.020131' ,6);
cald('AW576.020204',6);
cald('AW576.020208',26);
cald('AW576.020211',6);
finish
proc run28
cald('AW607.040112',18);
cald('AW607.040113',18);
cald('AW607.040119',18);
cald('AW607.040122',18);
cald('AW607.040127',18);
cald('AW607.040129',18);
finish
$ End of AIPS Script
A.2 DIFMAP Script for Fitting GL Data
! Difmap macro for model fitting GL data
! Exclamation notes denote the beggining of a comments
! Use: O>Cfit-gravlen.dm AW576.020124,GL1608
! 0> fitgravlen <UTDate>,<GravitationalLensName>
! make sure no is space I here
string utdate; utdate = "M";
string source; source = "7M72";
string epoch; epoch = utdate[7:12];
string folder; folder = "/thesis/DIFMAPDATA";
string inpmodfolder;
inpmod.folder= folder // "/INP.MOD"
string inpfile;
inpfile = folder//"/"//epoch//"/"//source//". "//utdate//".FG.UVF";
string pmodfile;
pmodfile = folder//"/"//epoch//"/"//source//"."//utdate//".pmod";
string amodfile;
amodfile = folder//"/"//epoch//"/"//source//"."//utdate//".amod";
string filelog;
filelog = folder//"/"//epoch//"/"//source//"."//utdate//".dm";
string errlogfl;
errlogf 1 = folder//"/"//epoch//"/"//source//"."//utdate//".err.mod";
string inpmod;
inpmod = inpmod-folder//"/"//source//".inp.mod";
print "UTDATE is ", utdate, ".";
print "SOURCE is ", source, ".";
print "Working on file ", inpfile, ".";
print "INP.MOD mod file is ", inpmod, ".";
logfile 'filelog';
observe 'inpfile';
mapunit arcsec;
select i;
!Create Map, used to measure RMS later
mapsize 1024,0.5;
!Load the Source Model
rmod 'inpmod';
!Run phase calibration followed by model fitting
selfcal fa,fa,10000;
uvw 0;
modelfit 5;
selfcal fa,fa,0.5;
modelfit 3;
selfcal fa,fa,0.5;
modelfit 2;
!Print the residual map RMS
print imstat(rms);
print "Measuring RMS for PMOD";
wmod 'pmodfile';
!Run amplitude self-calibration and model fitting
gscale;
modelfit 3;
selfcal fa,fa,0.5;
modelfit 3;
!Print the residual map RMS
print imstat(rms);
print "Measuring RMS for AMOD";
wmod 'amodfile';
!Print the status of the job
print "Done with file ", inpfile, ".";
!End of DIFMAP Script
A.3 Bash Script for Screening Calibrators in DIFMAP
#!/bin/bash
#########################################################################
# Script used to screen a single epoch and look at all calibrators #
# I use it to write down the antennas that need to be reflagged in AIPS #
# This script helps get perfect flagging for the calibrators #
# Use: > CALscreenanepoch.sh AW576.020124 #
#########################################################################
CALLIST="/thesis/DIFMAPDATA/listofcalibrators.txt";
CALIBRATORS='cat $CALLIST';
DIR="/thesis/DIFMAPDATA";
EPOCH=$1; #ex: "AW576.020124"
DATE=${1:6:6}; #ex: "020124"
for CAL in $CALIBRATORS;
do
FILE=$DIR/$DATE/$CAL.$EPOCH.UVF;
if [[ -f "$FILE" ]] && [[ ! -z 'cat $FILE' ]];
then
echo "Opening file: $FILE";
difmap <<HERE
observe $FILE;
mapunit arcsec;
select i;
device /xs;
radpl;
!tplot;
HERE
echo "Done with file: $FILE";
else
echo "$FILE is empty or does not exist";
fi;
done;
# End of BASH script
A.4 Bash Script for Flagging GLs in DIFMAP
#!/bin/bash
############################################################################
# This script is used to screen and flag Gravitational lens data in DIFMAP #
# Note that this script writes to disk a new file with flagged GL data #
# Use: > GLscreen_anepoch.sh AW576.020124 #
############################################################################
GLLIST="/thesis/DIFMAPDATA/listofgls.txt";
GLS='cat $GL-LIST';
DIR="/thesis/DIFMAP_DATA";
EPOCH=$1; #ex: "AW576.020124"
DATE=${1:6:6}; #ex: "020124"
for GL in $GLS;
do
FILE=$DIR/$DATE/$GL.$EPOCH.UVF;
if [[ -f "$FILE" ]] && [[ ! -z 'cat $FILE' ]];
then
echo "Opening file: $FILE";
difmap <<HERE
observe $FILE;
mapunit arcsec;
select i;
device /xs;
radpl;
wobs $DIR/$DATE/$GL.$EPOCH.FG.UVF;
HERE
echo "Done with file: $FILE";
else
echo "$FILE is empty or does not exist";
fi;
done;
# End of Bash script
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